DJ WORKSHOP

W/ LADY CHAR

DAYS: TUESDAYS
WEEKS: 6 WEEKS
TIMES: 2:15PM - 3:45PM
COST: $100
GRADES: 4 - 6 / RM. 25
START DATE: MARCH 1, 2016

DOES YOUR CHILD LOVE MUSIC? JOIN DJ LADY CHAR WHO HAS OVER 17 YEARS OF DJ EXPERIENCE AS SHE EDUCATES YOUTH THROUGH DJ CULTURE. YOUR CHILD WILL LEARN THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SONGS, TO BEAT MATCH, SCRATCH, USE VARIOUS TYPES OF DJ EQUIPMENT, AND PLAY INTERACTIVE MUSICAL GAMES. THIS CLASS PROMOTES SELF CONFIDENCE, RISK TAKING TAKING INITIATIVE AND SOCIAL SKILLS.

DJ WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FORM

NAME: ____________________ GRADE: ___ TEACHER: ____________________
PARENT NAME: ____________________ EMAIL: ____________________
ADDRESS: ____________________ CITY: ___________ ZIP: ___________
PHONE: ____________________ CHILD T-SHIRT SIZE: ___________
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: LOVE BEAT PRODUCTIONS
PAYMENT: $__________ OR PAYPAL: ladychar1521@gmail.com

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT: CHAR HARMS @
ladychar1521@gmail.com OR CALL (707) 327.7364